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ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING

I.1. Read the outline of the story and develop it in your
own words. Give a suitable title to the story.      5
A lion ..... feeling hungry .... came out ..... den .... searched
...... find a small hare ...... “this hare cannot fill my tummy”
...... a deer ran that way .... became greedy ..... “let me eat
the big deer” ..... let the hare go ..... went behind the deer
..... disappeared into the forest ...... the lion now felt sorry.

2. Write a small description of your pet animal.     5
GRAMMAR

II.1. Fill in the blanks with a, an or the.      1
a) There is _____ park near my house.
b) My friends and I play in ______ park.
2. Rearrange the following sentences. Use capital

letters and punctuate them.      1
a) the sun shone the sky in
b) few friends Raman had
3. Give a common noun for the following characters or

places.      1
a) Alice b) London
4. Match the collective nouns and the nouns.      1
a) bunch cards
b) pack apples
c) crate horses
d) team books
5. Fill in the blanks with pronouns.      1

(he, she, me, I)
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a) _______ has a brother called Karthik.
b) Shiv and _____ do lots of things together.

SPELLING
III.1. Fill in the blanks with missing letters.      4
a) a_cid_nt_ly b) ca_erp_l_ar
c) f_tc_ed d) d_lic_ _us
2. Choose the correctly spelt words.      4
a) fluffy fuffly flufy
b) disperate desperate desparate
c) loavs loaves loas
d) compond compund compound
3. Unscramble the following words.      2
a) oisonpous b) lyistthir c) oocnco d) zocy

VOCABULARY
IV.1. Write one word for the following.      4
a) Light and airy
b) Moving quickly from place to place
c) Look for wealth and success
d) No longer in danger of dying
2. Using the words make sentences of your own.      2
a) surprise b) eager
3. Write the opposite of the following words.      2
a) add b) warm
4. Fill in the blanks with the opposites of the underlined

words.      2
a) The noisy classroom became _______ when the Principal

passed by.
b) Ravi is weak but his brother is _________.

LITERATURE
V.1. Write questions for the following answers.      2
a) People in London were not kind or friendly.
b) Dick had enough food for himself.
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2. Answer the following questions.
a) Why was the mountain sad? What happened when the

mountain cried?      2
b) What did the old woman have to eat in her house? What,

according to the old woman was a good bargain?      2
c) What did the author do when he saw the snake?      1
d) What does grandma take time to do?      1
e) How is the butterfly different from the caterpillar? Where

does the butterfly come from?      2
HANDWRITING

VI. The Himalayas, the highest mountain range in the world,
protect India from the cold winds blowing from Central
Asia and the People’s Republic of China. Mount Everest,
the highest mountain peak of the world belongs to this
range and is situated in Nepal. To the south of the
Himalayas, the great northern plains extend between the
mouth of the rivers Indus and the Ganga.      5


